Neil Hassel

BSL Administrator

Alans Skip Hire Wales Ltd

Gemserv Ltd

Broughton Mill Road

8 Fenchurch Place

Bretton

London

Chester

EC3M 4AJ

Flintshire
CH4 0BY
8th April 2015
Dear Mr Hassel,
Application Reference: 0389815
I am writing in relation to the above application to have the following fuel
authorised under the DECC RHI Biomass Suppliers List:
Supplier type:

Producer-Trader

Fuel type:

Chip - waste

Depot address:

Recycling Centre
Redwither Road
Wrexham
Wrexham
LL13 9RD

I am pleased to tell you that your application has been approved.
The fuel’s BSL Authorisation Date is:

08/04/2015

The fuel’s BSL Authorisation Number is:

BSL0120915-0001

If you are contacting us in future about this fuel or promoting this fuel for sale
then please refer to it by the above Authorisation Number, as you no longer
need the Application Reference number.
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The consequences and next steps following this authorisation are:


You may now promote this fuel as BSL authorised



We will add this fuel to the list of authorised fuels published on the BSL
website.



We will add this fuel to the BSL Applications Portal, so that Traders
applying to the BSL may select it as one of their fuel sources.



If you are an RHI participant who produces this fuel using raw materials
you purchase from other suppliers of raw materials and process yourself,
for use in your own installation, you will need to retain proof that your fuel
is authorised on the BSL for the purposes of demonstrating compliance to
Ofgem once the RHI Biomass Sustainability regulations come into force.
For more information see the BSL Q&A http://biomass-supplierslist.service.gov.uk/.



You are now eligible to use the ‘BSL Authorised’ Mark, as issued with this
authorisation letter. It has been developed for use to show authorisation
of individual fuels at particular locations (depots or production sites) This
Mark must not be used to imply authorisation of an organisation. It can
only be used in conjunction with authorised fuel(s). Compliance with the
brand guidelines (found at http://biomass-suppliers-list.service.gov.uk/)
is a condition of continued use of the Mark(s). Misuse may result in
withdrawal of permission to use the BSL Authorised Marks, and other
action including litigation, arbitration, and/or other actions including
removal from the BSL.



Remember that we will require updates from you should the
characteristics of the fuel change materially, and we will also require
quarterly submission of certain reporting data. We may in future audit you
in relation to this fuel. Details of the records you need to keep for audit
are enclosed with this letter.



If selling to end-consumers, you are also required to provide proof of
purchase to your consumers that shows the fuel’s BSL Authorisation
Number and other relevant information. This was part of the Terms and
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Conditions you agreed to during the applications process. Details of those
requirements are also enclosed with this letter.
If you have any questions about this letter, or about any other matter related to
the administration of the Biomass Suppliers List, please contact the BSL
helpdesk:
Telephone: 020 7090 7769
Email: bslhelpdesk@gemserv.com
Finally, please note that we will in future send all correspondence regarding the
Biomass Suppliers List to the email address you used in your application. It is
important that you regularly check that email account.
Kind regards
Brendan McGarry
BSL Administrator (Gemserv Ltd)
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